
HT1 HT2 HT3 HT4 HT5 HT6

Unit/Topic
1: Me, my family and 

friends
Technology Shopping for clothes Charities School life Town/Tourism

Key retainable 

vocabulary (knowledge)

Key retainable grammar 

(skills)

Avoir and être present 

tense 

Possessive adjectives 

Adjective agreements

Reflexive verbs 

Se disputer/se 

fâcher/s’entendre avec 

Comparatives

Adverbs of frequency

Regular verbs in 

present tense

Direct object pronouns 

En + present participle

Near future tense 

Direct and indirect 

object pronouns 

Reflexive verbs e.g. je 

me sers de/ common 

irregular verbs/time 

phrases/Impersonal 

verbs e.g. il faut + 

infinitive/ subjunctive 

phrases

Conditional tense / 

Questioning words 

and structures/ 

Pronouns e.g. ça me 

va/ adjectival 

agreement and 

position.

Passives e.g. etait 

etabli /Conditional / 

Perfect / Imperfect 

and Immediate Future 

Time frames/ 

Imperatives in slogans

Devoir + infinitive

Il faut + infinitive 

Expressing reasons

Perfect tense regular 

avoir verbs  

Two verbs together

Comparative and 

superlative

Use of tu and vous in 

informal/formal 

exchanges

Modal verbs

Quantity words 

beaucoup/trop/assez/

pas assez + de

Perfect tense

Imperfect tense

Sequencing words, 

expressions and 

phrases

Avant de/après avoir 

etc/pendant 

que/depuis/venir de

Weather expressions 

with faire

Key Technical Vocabulary 

(metalanguage)

Irregular verb

Conjugation

Possessive

Reflexive

Time frame

Comparitive

Reflexive and 

Impersonal verbs/ 

Irregular verbs / 

Subjunctive 

mood/Infinitive

Conditional/ 

Pronoun/adjectival 

agreement

Passive/ 

Conditional/Perfect/Im

perfect/ Immediate 

Future

Impersonal verbs

Intensifier

Register

Superlative

Super structure / 

complex sentences

Opportunities for 

Reading

Authentic text about 

family in French-

speaking countries

Advertisements for 

Phones and authentic 

blogs/ forums

French shopping 

websites e.g. La 

Redoute and short 

biographies on 

Fashion designers

Charity websites e.g. 

Les Restos du coeur

Extract of Le petit 

Nicolas

School websites

Tourism websites

Travel brochures

Developing Cultural 

Capital

French celebrities/TV 

families

Attitudes towards 

technology in France 

and other French 

Speaking countries

French attitudes to 

shopping e.g. 

boutique/ designer not 

fashion chains.

Awareness of French 

only charities and 

social issues in France 

and French speaking 

countries.

Education system in 

France

Differences between 

school life in France 

and UK

French holiday 

destinations

Regional weather

Transport - e.g. 

metro/velibs

Curriculum Overview: MFL

Year 9
Term 1 Term 2 Term 3

HT1 Family members/ adjectives of description and personality/ possessives/ relationship verbs  HT 2 Types of technology/ advantages and 

disadvantages of technology/ social media and Time phrases HT 3: Clothes and related adjectives including colours and materials/ shooping 

phrases/ numbers HT 4 Social issues e.g. le chomage/ benefits of charity work/ phrases in relation to descriptions of charities/ HT 5 School 

subjects/ opinion phrases and adjectives/ school buildings/ words in relation to school rules including impersonal verbs e.g. il faut HT 6 Tourist 

attractions and buildings/ types of transport and description/ biographical vocabulary e.g. elle est née



Cross-curricular links

Relationships [Life 

skills]

Technology and issues 

in relation to social 

media [Life Skills]

Textiles [fabrics] 

Maths [sizes/ money]        

Life skills [social 

issues]

Maths [times] Geography [countries/ 

holiday destinations]

Assessment AO3 AO1 and A04 AO3 AO2 AO4 AO1 and AO3




